Get to know Edmentum Exact Path!

This year, we are using an online learning program from Edmentum called Exact Path. This exciting digital tool personalizes learning across grades K–12 in reading, language arts, and math. It starts by targeting each child's academic strengths and weaknesses with an adaptive assessment, and then prescribes a tailored learning path of lessons, practice, and assessment based on specific strengths and needs. Your child will be using this program at school, but they can also continue learning at home.

Where can my child find their work?

Your child will primarily spend time in the learning path. Here, students receive one skill to work on at a time, which can consist of a lesson, practice, and Progress Check. Outside of the learning path, a child might also receive additional assignments from a teacher with specified due dates.

How will the learning path change as my child keeps working?

The short Progress Checks that assess learning at the end of each skill module also adapt the learning path going forward. If your child earns 80% or above, the have mastered the skill and can start a new skill. If they earn <80% they will get another chance to complete the lesson module before receiving a prerequisite skill known as a Building Block for additional remediation. Your child’s teacher will be notified along the way to keep up with learning progress and provide targeted support.

Where can my child see their progress?

The Rewards area tracks all progress and skill mastery the child has made in the program.

- mastery Trophies: Your child must earn 80% or above on a Progress Check in order to earn a Trophy for that skill.
- Challenge Badges: Teachers can create personalized challenges to motivate learning. These allow the educator to set goals around how many skills your child should aim to master or how much time they should spend learning in the program.

How often should my child use Exact Path?

Children who spend 40–60 minutes per week in each subject area are proven to make the greatest academic growth. Using this time recommendation, we recommend aiming to spend at least 20-minutes per learning sessions to watch learning accelerate!

Go to login.edmentum.com to log in and get started!